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LEVEL 3TEST ANSWER KEYJames and the Giant Peach

Chapter 1

1 A big angry animal escaped from London  

 Zoo, and it ate James’s parents in the street  

 in the middle of the afternoon.

2 He had to go to live with his two aunts.

3 He asks to go to the beach.

Chapter 2 

4 He finds an old man in funny green clothes  

 in the garden. 

5 He will never be lonely, frightened or  

 sad again.

6 They all go under the ground.

Chapter 3

7 It is on the highest branch.

8 He can feel magic.

9 Because she can make a lot of money with it.

Chapter 4 

10 They begin selling tickets to see their  

  giant peach.

11 He feels afraid in the garden because it is  

  dark and quiet.

12 He crawls in through a hole in the side of  

  the peach.

Chapter 5 

13 Four pairs of black eyes are all looking  

  at James.

14 He thinks that they want to eat him.

15 She makes him a soft hammock with her  

  spider silk.

Chapter 6 

16 The Centipede eats through the peach stem  

  with his sharp teeth.

17 They hear the giant peach rolling quickly  

  across the garden.

18 They are as flat as paper dolls from a  

  picture book.

Chapter 7 

19 It rolls past some cows, then some sheep,  

  then some horses, and then some pigs.

20 It sinks like a stone, then it comes up again  

  and floats on the water.

21 The Earthworm is only happy when he is sad.

Chapter 8

22 They see lots of sharks swimming around  

  the peach.

23 Because the sharks start to eat the peach.

24 He will lift it out of the sea by putting one  

  end of Miss Spider’s string around a bird’s  

  neck and the other end around the stem of  

  the peach.

Chapter 9 

25 They are holding the Earthworm’s tail  

  because they need to pull him quickly  

  inside the tunnel.

26 Because she is too tired.

27 He begins to play beautiful music.

Chapter 10 

28 Because it is soft and quiet, and you can  

  see many strange things. 

29 They are twice as tall as people.

30 They throw hailstones at the peach.

Chapter 11

31 Because he sees the skyscrapers. 

32 A huge aeroplane flying over them cut  

  through all the strings.

33 They see a giant ball falling from the sky.

Chapter 12

34 600 police officers and 200 firefighters  

  arrive in cars and trucks to get the  

  peach down.

35 They think he is an alien.

36 Hundreds of children visit the peach stone  

  every day.


